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"I can't -draw a straight line," is in most
cases more real than imaginary. Whoever
goes into life without knowing how to draw
is handicapped in his ability to express him-
self. Ability to draw also enables one to
make plain many things which cannot be
explained by words alone, as the description
of a machine or the plan of a house. More-
over, a knowledge of drawing gives a person
a knowledge of form and size which enables
him to judge machines, tools, houses and
other structures more accurately than is pos-
sible without such knowledge; it gives him
 branches in the courses of study. This does
not mean that regular lessons in drawing
have not been given, but it does mean that
underlying principles have not been pre-
sented and drilled upon as they are in the
teaching of arithmetic, language and other
common branches. Where this is done the
children learn to draw as readily as they
learn writing, language or other subjects.
It is the purpose of the exercises on the fol-
lowing pages to illustrate how drawing can
be taught systematically and how anyone who
so desires can learn to draw.
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an insight into the beauties of form and
structure in the various objects of nature—
as rocks, flowers, insects, birds and animals,
and this contributes much to his enjoyment
of the works of creation. From any point
of view, the man or woman who can draw
has great advantage over one who cannot.
Considering the importance of drawing, we
often wonder why so few people are able to
draw even the simplest objects, and when we
compare the results derived from teaching
drawing In the public schools with results
from teaching other branches, we find the
comparison anything but encouraging. Doubt-
less the chief reason for the failure to secure
good results in drawing lies in the fact that
drawing has not beeti, and in general is not
yet, taught as systematically as axe the other
 Elements of Free-Eand Drawing,   The
fundamental elements of free-hand drawing
are:
Position, or the placing of objects,
Direction, or the surface of objects,
Form, or the shape of objects, and
Proportion, or the size of objects.
- These elements are mechanical and can be
taught by all teachers and learned by prac-
tically all pupils.   They are to drawing some-
what   as   addition,   subtraction, multiplica-
tion and division are to numbers.    Through
them the fundamental processes of drawing
are taught and learned.
To these may be added the esthetic element,
which in drawing is called the artistic or
character element. This element is gained
largely through absorption. The artistic can-

